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Chapter Five 

Expansion and Consolidation: The Taiwanese Colonial Prison 
System, 1900-1908 
 
 
Introduction: The Transformation of Governance 
 
Between 1900 and 1908, the prison system was expanded, reorganized and 

consolidated. This second phase of the development of the colonial prison system 

goes covers the period from when the prison system was brought under the 

jurisdiction of the Department of Judicial Affairs in 1900 and thus admitted to the 

bureaucratic system, to 1908 when the “Taiwan Prison Decree”(台灣監獄令) was 

issued. This decree were based on the Japanese “Prison Law”(監語法) and specified 

that the governor-general of Taiwan would be in charge of implementing prison 

affairs. Subsequently in Sept 1908, the “Implementation of the Bylaws of the Taiwan 

Prison Order”(台灣監獄令施行細則) was issued and revised in accordance with the 

“Implementation of the Bylaws of the Prison Law”(監語法施行細則). Together these 

two pieces of legislation signalled that for the first time detailed laws and decrees 

(from the Japanese model) had been issued that were specifically focused on Taiwan. 

It was during this era that the great program of prison construction was undertaken, 

resulting in the creation of Taiwan’s first modern penal establishments, with a 

relatively stable prison population governed by legislation based on Japanese models. 

And this in turn allowed the consolidation of modern penal practices within the prison 

system. Subsequently, further expansion and consolidation occurred through the 

twenties and thirties and developments in penal philosophy and architecture were 

further refined. 
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5.1 Prison Administration (1900-1908) 
 
As stated, 1900 marked a turning point for the colonial prison system. For the first 

time, prison administration was formally brought under the jurisdiction of the 

Department of Judicial Affairs, with the promulgation in July 1900 of the “Governor-

General’s Office Official Prison System” (總督府監獄官制) and this change was 

reconfirmed in the administrative reforms of 1901. Thus prisons were incorporated 

into the Governor General’s Office, along with the School for Training Policemen and 

Jailors, educational institutions, the Monopoly Bureau, the Courts of Justice etc.1 

Takekoshi states that most officials connected with these institutions were selected by 

exam, although it is not clear whether this is the case for prison officials.  

 

5.2 Prison Construction 
 
By the turn of the century, needs dictated that a prison construction program was an 

urgent priority and between 1900 and 1904, modern prisons were constructed in 

Taipei, Taizhong and Tainan2. In addition it was intended that all new police stations 

would be built with clean, up-to-date lock-ups. U.S. Consul, James Davidson 

described the building program underway at the time of his visit at the turn of the 

century as intended to produce facilities “in which the best of modern prison 

architecture will be applied.” 3  

However, building modern, new prisons applying the latest in Western penal 

architectural concepts would not be inexpensive. The massive cost of prison 

construction was a huge drain on the Exchequer, particularly with the competing 
                                                 
1 Takekoshi, Japanese Rule in Formosa, p. 39 
2 Branch prisons were constructed later in Shinchiku (Hsinchu), Giran (I-lan) and Kagi (Chiayi) with a 
women’s prison also constructed. Takekoshi, Japanese Rule in Formosa, p. 196 
3 Davidson, The Island of Formosa, p. 610 
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needs of the early colony such as the building of infrastructure such as roads, railways, 

harbours etc. The huge sums needed for constructing penal facilities gives an idea of 

the importance placed on the establishment of a modern penal system in Taiwan by 

the colonial government. But the expenses did not stop at prison construction alone. 

There were also additional on-going expenses such as training for jailers, construction 

of jailers’ residences, prison maintenance, staff salaries and provision of food and 

clothing for prisoners. In 1903, for example, the budget for the Training School for 

Police and Jailers was substantial. In addition, the expenditure for general prison 

expenses was listed as 542,553 Yen, which was one of the highest allocation of funds 

for the year, more than those allocated to hospitals, law courts, custom houses and 

medical schools.4 

                                                 
4 Takekoshi, Japanese Rule in Formosa, p. 140 
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Table 5.1 Overview of Prisons and Construction throughout Taiwan during the Japanese Era 5 

Number Original Prison Name Revised Name Construction 

1900-1904 

1 Taipei Prison Taipei Office for Penal 
Enforcement 

1900 construction begins, 1903 
major work completed, 1904 move 
in 

2 Taizhong Prison Taizhong Office for 
Penal Enforcement 

1900 construction begins, 1903 
work finished 

3 Tainan Prison Tainan Office for Penal 
Enforcement 

1900 construction begins, 1903 
work finished 

4 I-lan Branch of Taipei 
Prison 

I-lan Branch of Taipei 
Office for Penal 
Enforcement 

In 1897 building and rebuilding 
facilities begun, 1902 construction 
of cells and work areas completed.  

1919-1937 

5 Xinchu Police Station of 
Taipei Prison 

Xinchu Young 
Offenders Office for 
Penal Enforcement 

Completed in 1925 

6 Chiayi Police Station of 
Tainan Prison 

Chiayi branch of Tainan 
Office for Penal 
Enforcement 

Started in 1919 and finished in 
1922 

7 Gaohsiung branch of 
Tainan Prison 

Gaohsiung branch of 
Tainan Office for Penal 
Enforcement 

Started and finished in 1933 

8 Hualien harbour office of 
Taipei Office for Penal 
Enforcement 

Same Completed in 1937 

 
 
5.3 Taipei Prison 
 
Of the three main prison constructed in the early period, Taipei Prison was the “jewel 

in colonial Taiwan’s carceral crown.” 6  It became known as the finest prison 

constructed in the East, and many talked about its modern and fine appearance, 

expressing amazement that “even prisons are built to this standard!”7 When it was 

completed in March 1906 it was one of the largest and most impressive buildings in 
                                                 
5蘇明修, <<嘉義舊監獄修護調查及再利用規劃研究>>, 頁 48 
6 Botsman, Power and Punishment in the Making of Modern Japan, p. 207 
7 葉肅科, <<日落台北成; 日制時代台北都市發展與臺人日常生活, (1895-1945)>>, (台北:自立晚報

文化出版部, 1993), 頁 144 
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the colonial capital. The prison building covered an area of 5,087 ping, with grounds 

extending to over 50 acres.  

 

Picture 5.2 Taipei Prison location. The distinctive radial-design prison can be seen on the outskirts of 
the city in the bottom right-hand corner.8 

This massive construction cost 336,000 Y to build, which was a considerable sum for 

the colonial government. 9 However, the administration sought to offset the cost of the 

prison by reusing the stone from the old city wall, which the Japanese had made haste 

to dismantle on their arrival. The wall was an unpopular symbol of the authority of the 

Qing regime, and the significance of reusing the stone in a prison building 

representing Japanese authority, would not have been lost on colonial authorities. Or 

on Taipei residents, who were once were protected by a city wall, and now were 

                                                 
8 魏德文(主編),<<台北建城 120 週年>>, (台北:台北市政府文化局,2004), 頁. 43 
9葉肅科,<<日落台北成>>, 頁 144. Accounts vary of the construction cost of the prison. Botsman 
states the cost was 310,000 yuan 
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“entrap [ped] and punish[ed]”10 by the very same stone.  This reuse of materials was 

praised by Teijima Heijiro, the head of the colonial government’s Department of 

Legal Affairs, as a symbol of bureaucratic efficiency, which had created the prison 

“now the most beautiful sight in Taihoku” for a fraction of the cost.11 Another cost-

saving measure was the use of prison labour. However, authorities complained that 

prison labourers working on the construction of Taipei Prison were making 

disappointing progress compared to the normal labourers. It was estimated that the 

prisoners were completing less than half the amount of work and attempts to 

encourage them to work faster were proving useless.12 

Davidson also states that another cost saving would be achieved by prisons producing 

their own brick, and Takekoshi also mentions that in 1904, the practice of making 

bricks by prisoners for barrack construction was stopped by order of the Army 

Department. So we can assume that until 1904, prisoners were employed producing 

bricks for use in construction work, similarly to prisons in Japan that manufactured 

their own brick for use in their own construction. 

Botsman states that, compared with Sugamo and other prisons in Tokyo “by 

exceeding the standards of the very institutions that had helped Japan achieve legal 

“equality” with the West, the Taihoku Prison seemed to offer concrete proof of the 

nation’s continued “progress” and, at the same time, of its genuine commitment to 

spreading the benefits of modern civilization to its new colony.”13 With a maximum 

capacity of 1,200 prisoners, stone construction, and cement passages and floors, its 

construction was better than contemporary Japanese wooden or brick prisons. 

                                                 
10 Botsman, Power and Punishment in the Making of Modern Japan 
11 Botsman, Power and Punishment in the Making of Modern Japan p. 207 
12 <監獄工事>, <<日日新報>>, 1900 年 4 月 8 日 
13 Botsman, Power and Punishment in the Making of Modern Japan p. 207 
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Colonial authorities were not the only admirers, as foreigners also flocked to see this 

marvel of penal architecture. Taipei Prison frequently featured in visitors’ itineraries 

during the Japanese colonial period. Richard Tinkler, an English member of the 

Shanghai Muncipal Police force, visited Taiwan in 1921 and highlights of his visit 

included Sun Moon Lake, Alishan and Taipei Prison.14 Similarly, another visiting 

Englishman, Owen Rutter was given a tour of Taihoku prison in 1922 and commented 

on its fine construction, and the humane and up-to-datedness of the penal 

administration. He had a favourable impression of the prisoners hard at work over 

their various tasks, “bring[ing] in revenue to the State, and I saw all kinds of 

manufactures going on, such as the making of baskets, boots, clothes, and furniture.” 

15 

Yosaburo Takekoshi, a member of the Japanese Diet, in his description of colonial 

Taiwan also lauded the prison as the site of civilizing and education of the local 

population. He states “most of the Formosans have been left entirely untrained by 

their parents and have grown up almost like wild animals, without being taught to 

obey. But, when they are brought to prison, they learn for the first time in their lives 

what discipline and order mean. They are taught some useful handiwork, and allowed 

to communicate with their relatives and friends by post. Since the Japanese 

occupation, such trades as are required to meet Japanese needs are learned principally 

in the prisons, and so in a certain sense the prisons in Formosa may be said to be 

industrial training homes.”16 In addition, it was hoped that the sale of these goods 

could help defray the high costs of running the prisons, as well as provide Japanese 

entrepreneurs with skilled local workers, a policy that proved so popular that 
                                                 
14 Bickers, Empire Made Me: An Englishman Adrift in Shanghai, p. 135 
15 Rutter, Through Formosa, An Account of Japan’s Island Colony, SMC Publishing, Taipei, 1995 p. 
203 
16 Takekoshi, Japanese Rule in Formosa, p. 196 
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“colonists regularly asked officials to notify them in advance whenever inmates were 

about to be released.”17 This system of training prisoners for manual labour was in 

general line with the policy in wider colonial society where Taiwanese were restricted 

from higher education and intended to fill manual labouring positions.  

 

5.4 Prison Conditions 
 
After the construction of the new prisons, conditions improved dramatically for 

prisoners. For the first time in Taiwan, prisoners were incarcerated in modern, clean, 

purpose-built facilities. Improvements in prison facilities also brought commensurate 

improvements in prison diet, clothing, hygiene and discipline. Regulations provided 

that prisoners were to be issued clothing, such as shirts and pants, bedding and food 

implements.18 Food was to be issued according to regulations which provided for 

bread three times a day, meat to be given three or more times a week, in addition to a 

mixture of rice, wheat, potatoes or bean products.19 And sick prisoners were to receive 

food according to the suggestion of the prison doctor. Hand-in-hand with this vast 

improvement in physical conditions came an increase in surveillance and control over 

the prisoner. This gave prison authorities the opportunity to subject the prisoners to a 

rigid program designed to transform them into docile, disciplined subjects. Thus the 

prisoners, while safer in the new prisons, were also more constricted in their actions 

and subject to greater disciplinary technologies. 

As stated, increased stability within the new prisons meant that more effective 

attempts could be made by the administration to establish a system that better 

                                                 
17Tejima quoted in Botsman, Power and Punishment in the Making of Modern Japan, p. 210 
18<<日據初期警察監獄檔案第二冊>>, 頁 263 
19<<日據初期警察監獄檔案第二冊>>, 頁 293 
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reflected the penal reforms already undertaken in Meiji Japan. Prisoners were 

provided with exercise time, and due to facilities in the new jails, this regulation could 

be enforced more easily.20The principle of educative work was stressed in the new 

congregate workshops within the prisons, where prisoners were to labor over various 

menial jobs and in the process be transformed into a docile labor force. Much of the 

prisoner’s day was occupied by work, demonstrating how central educative work was 

to the Japanese penal philosophy. The prisoners’ workday varied throughout the year 

from a minimum of seven hours to a maximum of ten and a half hours. (Refer chart 

5.3) 

Table 5.3 Prison schedule 21 

  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun/Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
Get up 6:00 6:00 5:30 5:00 5:00 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30
Clean 
cell and 
utensils 

1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 

Work 7:00 7:00 6:30 6:00 6:00 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30
Lunch Until 12.00 
Lunch 
Duration 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 1.5hr 1 hr 1 hr 1.5hr 1 hr 1 hr 1 hr 

Finish 
work 15:50 16:00 16:00 16:30 17:00 17:30 17:00 16:30 16:00 16:00 15:30

Return 
to cell 

Until 
17:00 

Until 
17:30 

Until 
18:00 

Until 
18:30

Until 
19:00

Until 
19:30

Until 
19:00

Until 
18:00

Until 
17:30 

Until 
16:30 

Until 
16:00

Sleep 18:00 20:00 20:00 21:00 21:00 21:00 21:00 20:00 20:00 20:00 20:00
Total 
work 
time 

7.50hrs 8 hrs 8.5hrs 9.5hrs 9.5hrs 10.5hrs 9.5hrs 9 hrs 8.5hrs 8 hrs 7 hrs

 

Prisoners not only worked in groups in the congregate workshops, but the majority 

also slept in group cells. Use of the group residence system was an important 

divergence from Western concepts, which traditionally stressed the importance of 

single cell incarceration. However, in Taiwan’s prisons, solitary confinement was 

                                                 
20蘇明修, <<嘉義舊監獄修護調查及再利用規劃研究>>, 頁 41 
21<<日據初期警察監獄檔案第二冊>>, 頁.274  
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only used for custody of those sentenced to death or receiving punishment. Offenders 

of different classes, ages and sex were strictly separated though in order to stop 

serious offenders from ‘contaminating’ less serious offenders. In order to prevent the 

prison from becoming a ‘school of crime’, criminals were divided into several time 

periods and stages according to the terms of their sentences and circumstances, and 

thus kept in work groups and cells with similar classes of offenders. In addition, 

authorities maintained control over groups of prisoners by use of the silent system, 

which punished prisoners for communication with other inmates. The silent system in 

use in Taiwan’s prisons was strongly reminiscent of Western systems such as those of 

Auburn Prison where silence was rigidly and brutally enforced with the goals of 

security and reformation. It was thought that silent prisoners could neither plan 

escapes or riots, they would also be isolated from other prisoners and this would 

hinder moral contamination between convicts and aid in their reformation.   

By emphasizing both the educative value of work and the importance of silence, the 

colonial authorities thus hoped to enable prisoners to “acquire new and modern 

virtues such as rationality and respect for ‘particular thoughts and ways of living’”. 22 

We can see here the creation of the prisoners as colonial subjects who are made into 

Brown’s  ‘agents of obligation’. By acquiring the virtues required by the colonial state 

of obedience, productivity and docility, the prisoner then transformed into a colonial 

subject whose difference was based on “ethical capacity defined and structured 

through virtues.”23 By learning these virtues of discipline and order, the prisoners 

could then retake their place in the colonial society and be useful to the state.   

 

                                                 
22 Brown, “That Heavy Machinery”, p. 46 
23 Brown. “That Heavy Machinery”, p. 47 
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5.5 Difference of Governance by Race: Prisoners and Flogging 
 
After the construction of the three main prisons, another means of subjecting the 

Taiwanese population to colonial discipline was created in 1904, with the issuing of 

the Fines and Flogging Ordinance. Japanese colonial authorities banned the practice 

of flogging after they took control of Taiwan in 1895. However, it was reintroduced in 

January 1904 after some debate.24Under this ordinance, the Taiwanese population 

could be flogged or fined for minor crimes instead receiving a prison sentence. 

Takekoshi comments that this form of punishment was beneficial to the state for the 

savings it represented, calculated on a daily average cost per prisoner and in addition 

it provided a better form of punishment than imprisonment for locals due to their 

‘love of money.’ He states that they were much more likely to feel the effect of a fine 

or a flogging than being sent to the new modern prisons where they “have such low 

ideas of living, and so little sense of shame that they do not mind in the least being 

sent to prison for a time, some of them, indeed, feeling more comfortable there than at 

home.”25 However, while financial considerations were obviously important, Botsman 

believes that flogging existed for more than just reducing the numbers of prisoners in 

Taiwanese prisons. He states that flogging existed to “cheaply increase the total 

number of men who could be subjected to some form of punishment by the colonial 

regime.”26And it is true that prisoner numbers had already stabilized by the time 

flogging was introduced, thus arguments based solely on the need to reduce the 

number of prisoners are flawed. After the high of prisoner numbers during the 1901-

1903 period, numbers subsequently declined and stabilized, relieving some pressure 

on the prison system.  

                                                 
24 See Botsman, Punishment and Power in the Making of Modern Japan, p. 211 
25 Takekoshi, Japanese Rule in Formosa, p. 194 
26 Botsman, Power and Punishment in the Making of Modern Japan, p. 212 
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Botsman’s analysis of the flogging debate merits further discussion. He states that for 

colonial authorities it represented a practical alternative to prison, “based on a realistic 

assessment of the limitations of imprisonment as a form of punishment”.27 According 

to this point of view, flogging was a cheaper and more effective alternative, causing 

shame and pain to the offender, who in any case, was not ‘civilized’ enough to 

appreciate a spell in prison. Thus, the new Japanese-built prisons were “too civilized” 

and needed to be “supplemented with a form of punishment that ‘the natives’ could 

more readily understand.”28 And this also provided the colonial authorities with the 

justification they needed to explain why flogging only applied to the Taiwanese and 

Chinese population. Indeed Takekoshi’s description of Taipei Prison states: “It was 

when I saw this almost perfect prison building that I understood for the first time why 

flogging had been introduced.”29 According to this view, the prison in Taiwan still 

served its purpose of incarcerating and disciplining serious offenders for longer 

periods of time, however flogging served to deal with those “natives” who were not 

civilized enough to appreciate them. 

 

5.6 Penal Architecture 
 
The major new prisons at Taipei, Taichong and Tainan, were all designed using the 

latest Western penal architectural concepts, and as such, designed to be symbols of 

the authority and modernity of the Japanese colonial state. They were all constructed 

using the architectural concept of radial design, which enabled a small number of staff 

located at a central control desk, to manage and control a large number of connected 

cellblocks. (See picture 5.4)  This radial form was strongly influenced by modern 
                                                 
27 Botsman, Power and Punishment in the Making of Modern Japan p. 216 
28 Botsman, Power and Punishment in the Making of Modern Japan p. 220 
29 Botsman, Power and Punishment in the Making of Modern Japan p. 220 
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Western radial prison designs and allowed for total supervision of prisoners, with a 

minimum number of guards. We can see therefore that this radial design architecture 

“rooted in the European experience of the 19th Century passed through spatial and 

cultural boundaries and eventually found its place in Taiwan through the introduction 

of Japanese governance.”30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Floor Plan 
Taipei Prison 31 

 

The similarity to the configuration of Ghent prison (see chapter three) is most obvious 

in Tainan prison, where the first cell area, comprising of five radial cellblocks 

extending from the central control desk, is connected to peripheral fan-shaped work 

areas. The second cell area, the female prison, is a small-scale construction, with a 

simple L-shaped construction. All three prisons had similar components such as a 

civil administration dept, normal cells (divided into 2 areas), female cells, workshop, 

kitchen, sick rooms and other supplementary buildings, however there were 

                                                 
30 Hsu, Penality in the West, p. 71 
31 Hsu, Penality in the West, p. 339 
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differences in the scale or the distribution of areas. 32 If we look at the design of 

Taipei Prison (figure 5.4), the four blocks of cells in extended out from a central desk, 

with the second cell area and the women’s prison both in a radial design. Taizhong’s 

prison cells were on approximately the same scale as Tainan; with 5 wings extending 

out from a central desk, but its work area was smaller in scale.  

All prison cells were constructed in the ‘outside cell’ form similar to cells of the 

Pennsylvania Reformatory or the earlier St. Michael’s Prison in Rome. In this form 

every cell was located against the outer wall of the building block, and a central 

walkway ran along outside the cells. The outside-cell was used because it was thought 

that the inside-cell form as used in the U.S. and Europe would be unsuitable for 

Taiwan’s climate.33 The inside-cell form (as used in Ghent prison and later adopted by 

the Auburn system) featured cells situated back to back in the centre of each wing. 

When the construction of prisons began after 1899, the prisons had to be located away 

from the city centre due to lack of space, and there was also a concern with keeping 

the prisons away from the main body of city residents.34 Thus the three major prisons 

were all situated in suburban areas with Taipei prison located on the south-east 

periphery of the city at Fuzhuding (福住町), (refer picture 5.2) Taizhong prison 

located at the city’s south-west edge and Tainan prison located in south-side 

Quanding (泉町). 35 It seems that authorities were more concerned with security 

aspects than locating the prisons to take advantage of natural light or maximizing 

ventilation. As a result this aggravated the damp and dark conditions within the 

prisons. 

                                                 
32蘇明修, <<嘉義舊監獄修護調查及再利用規劃研究>>, 頁 53 
33蘇明修,<<嘉義舊監獄修護調查及再利用規劃研究>>, 頁 56 
34蘇明修, <<嘉義舊監獄修護調查及再利用規劃研究>>, 頁  52 
35蘇明修, <<嘉義舊監獄修護調查及再利用規劃研究>>, 頁 52 
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5.7 Conclusion 
 
The period between 1900 and 1908 was characterized by increasing stability and 

consolidation. It took the fledging prison system from early development to the 

dynamic period of modern penal construction and the introduction of modern penal 

concepts in a disciplinary setting. By the 1920s, in addition to the three major prisons, 

three more main prisons were in place, constituting a network of modern penal 

institutions stretching the length of the island. With the completion of modern penal 

facilities the stage was set for the refinement of disciplinary technologies and penal 

philosophies could be successfully implemented. With the formalization of penal 

regulations, disciplinary aspects of life within the prison were emphasized, such as 

stricter segregation of different categories of prisoners, use of the silent system and 

reliance on the educative qualities of prison labor. In addition, when the first civilian 

governor-general of Taiwan abolished flogging in 1921, the penal system was brought 

into a new era enabling a change in penal discourse from retribution to rehabilitation.  

 


